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High prices lead to demand destruction
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Spot prices
Basis

Europe
Supply drought continues in Europe

Russia and CIS
Prices rise amid limited supplies

Turkey
PP market awaits new offers

Middle East
Turnarounds weigh heavy on participants

China
New capacity could offset PP volume losses during turnaround season

Southeast Asia and Vietnam
Buying interest fall as buyers expect downtrend

India
Middle East offers limited as producers eye the Americas

Pakistan
Buying softens on high prices

Dalian futures market
PP futures fall on persistent supply length

Fundamentals to watch
Oman’s OQ shuts Sohar polypropylene plant
China’s Gulei Refinery achieves on-spec PP production
Ford, Nissan deepen NorthAm output cutbacks
Unilever invests $15mn to recycle plastic waste
Suez Canal tanker traffic halted as vessel runs aground
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Crude oil
The Ice Brent front-month contract fell during most trading sessions over the past week as new lockdown measures
across Europe weigh on the outlook for oil demand, together
with signs of slowing demand recovery in Asia. Planned
steady supplies from Russia and a fifth consecutive weekly
build in US crude stocks offset any gains arising from the
Suez Canal blockage. The contract closed at $61.82/bl on 25
March, compared with $65.19/bl a week earlier.
The Nymex WTI front-month contract also fell this week
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amid these developments. The contract closed at $58.56/bl
on 25 March, down from $60/bl on 18 March.

Naphtha
The naphtha market on the US Gulf coast was positive for
most of this week as selling interest outpaced demand.
But some support was lent to fundamentals in later trading
sessions as arbitrage opportunities to Asia Pacific resumed
with prices in that region rising, as the Suez Canal blockage
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disrupted flows from Europe. Several parties were heard to
be loading ships in the Gulf coast for passage to Asia.
The fall in crude prices also drove European naphtha
prices lower. The blocking of the Suez Canal by a large
container ship has effectively taken the principal arbitrage
route to Asia-Pacific out of action this week, at a time when
Asia was providing a viable outlet for a European supply
overhang. Naphtha prices closed at €456/t on 25 March,
slightly lower than the February average of €460/t. But the
March-to-date average price of €484/t remains higher than
the February average.
After narrowing in earlier trading sessions, Asian naphtha
margins subsequently widened as the Suez Canal blockage
disrupted imports from Europe. The demand front remained
active as petrochemical buyers continued seeking volumes
for May delivery. The outright price stood at $577.38/t on
26 March, slightly higher than $573/t on 19 March and the
February average of $564.81/t.

Propane
US Gulf coast propane prices seesawed this week, while US
propane inventories rose by 240,000 bl to 41.3 mn bl in the
week ending 19 March. The EIA also reported a 292,000 b/d
increase in propane exports to 1.3mn b/d last week, and
export interest sustained in recent trading sessions for end
of April and early May cargoes. The April LST/FEI spread was
$98/t on 25 March, with estimates for Houston-Chiba freight
to Asia through the Panama Canal discussed over $66/t.
The northwest European spot propane market is tight
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despite substantial late-March flows into the region. No US
fob loaders have signalled northwest European disports for
April deliveries yet. But new lockdown restrictions enforced
in several European countries have created uncertainty in
fundamentals. The second quarter of the year could see
liquidity wane as peak heating demand for propane unwinds.
Asia-Pacific propane prices mostly fell this week amid
declining crude prices. The spot market remained active
during most sessions, with trading interest seen for both
second-half of April and first-half of May arrival cargoes.
But Chinese propane dehydrogenation (PDH) operating rates
have dropped to a multi-year low on planned turnaround and
outages. Average PDH operating rates dropped to 54pc this
week, their lowest since May 2016. The AFEI propane value
stood at $567.25/t on 26 March, down from $578.25/t on 19
March. Meanwhile, state-controlled Saudi Aramco will cut
its LPG term allocations for the third consecutive month,
cancelling or deferring around five evenly-split cargoes for
April loading.

PDH margins
PDH margins rose slightly to $364/t, up by $2/t against previous week. Propane feedstock costs fell by $10/t to a weekly
average of $576/t in northeast Asia, which has helped to
keep PDH margins high. Northeast Asian propylene prices
fell by $15/t to $1,190/t cfr northeast Asia amid bearish
sentiment in the downstream PP market. But sentiment may
recover in the coming weeks with some buyers expected to
begin restocking when propylene supplies are cheaper.
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China PDHs
Chinese propane dehydrogenation (PDH) operating rates
have dropped to a multi-year low on planned turnaround
and outages. Average operating rates of PDH plants in China
fell further to 54pc, down by 16pc from last week and is the
lowest level seen since May 2016.
Eight PDH plants out of 19 were shut as at end of this
week. The shutdown at Guangzhou Juzhengyuan's 600,000
t/yr PDH line was the most recent addition to the list. Its
maintenance started on 20 March and will last for 15-17
days. Two other PDH plant owners shut their plants late
last week for planned maintenance. Tianjin Bohua shut its
600,000 t/yr PDH plant on 18 March for a 20-day maintenance. Zhejiang Huahong shut its 450,000 t/yr PDH plant and
240,000 t/yr PP plant on 19 March for a 20-day maintenance.
The heavy turnarounds in February-April among the PDH
producers had caused massive production losses of 3.325mn
t/yr, or about 37pc of total PDH production capacity in China. Zhejiang Petrochemical is running its 600,000 t/yr PDH
unit at 50pc because of technical issues since mid-February,
resulting in additional production loss of 300,000 t/yr.

Propylene
The US spot price for polymer-grade propylene (PGP) was
rangebound between 54¢/lb and 55¢/lb from 17 March
through 22 March in active trading. PGP has lost almost all
its 2021 gains and is trading at levels from early January.
Enterprise Products Partners’ 750,000 t/yr PDH unit in Mont
Belvieu, Texas, was restarting on Tuesday, ending its sevenweek turnaround. Ethane remains the preferred feedstock
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Market highlight
 Asia propylene prices fall on bearish sentiment in
downstream PP market despite tightened supplies

for crackers, while propane trails butane. Refinery-grade
propylene (RGP) had one of its most active weeks in months,
with 120,000 bl trading in three spot deals at 28¢/lb for
March. RGP is entering the system again as US refineries,
particularly on the US Gulf coast, recover from last month’s
wintry blast. US refineries operated at 82pc of their capacity for the week ended on 19 March, according to the Energy
Information Administration. This was the highest overall
operating rate since before the storm and represents a
26-point climb in March after bottoming out at 56pc at the
end of February.
The European propylene balance remains tight into April.
Firm demand for derivatives is expected to continue next
month, but buyers are more cautious because US propylene
prices have started to normalise with the rest of the world
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and crude prices have declined sharply in the past week.
Spot prices for April PGP remain at a premium, and a force
majeure remains in place for propylene offtake at a German
complex, but volumes are expected to return to normal in
April. Attention is turning to April monthly contract price
(MCP) negotiations, which will take place next week. It
remains uncertain if the Suez Canal blockage will have a
significant impact on the propylene or derivatives markets.
There are two ships expected to load propylene in the
Middle East for delivery in Europe in April.
Asia propylene retreated from 6½ years high on lower
downstream PP futures and losses in the Chinese domestic
propylene market. Market sentiment was still firm late last
week because of short supply and firm downstream acrylonitrile (ACN) and propylene oxide (PO) demand. But bullish
sentiment paused this week following losses in crude futures
and PP futures. PP sentiment is poised to recover with some
buyers expected to start restocking with cheaper feedstock
cargoes. Two Chinese propane dehydrogenation (PDH) plants
underwent turnarounds late last week. Fellow producer SK
Advanced will feed in propylene into its new 400,000 t/yr PP
plant by 24 March. The producer is operating a 600,000 t/
yr PDH plant in Ulsan. The startup of the new PP plant will
reduce SKA exports to 200,000 t/yr. Along with Hanwha Total’s new 400,000 t/yr PP startup at the beginning of March,
South Korea’s propylene supply is expected to be shorter
from this week onwards. A Singapore-based PP producer
was heard to be having a turnaround and hence excess of
propylene for sale this week from its cracker. The cargo is
likely heading to Thailand. Thailand’s based IRPC started its
10 days of turnaround across 20-30 March, at its cracker with
190,000 t/yr of propylene production.

Pricing analysis
US
US polypropylene (PP) margins continue to rise, with producers implementing the full 6¢/lb increase for March, with
expectations that at least some of the additional 6¢/lb rise
in April could also be implemented. Overall March pricing
is still expected to be down, with expectations of a doubledigit price drop for PGP contracts, which will be offset
slightly by the 6¢/lb margin increase.
US PGP spot prices rose in discussions on Wednesday,
with March and April discussed at 58.5¢/lb. The price is up
from trades between 54-55¢/lb last week, however it is still
well bellow February contract levels at 88.5¢/lb. With a 30¢/
lb gap between spot price and last month’s contract price,
market participants are expecting PGP contracts for March
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to fall by at least 15¢/lb. Contracts are expected to be finalized soon.
US PP supply in March remains tight with most producers still on force majeure and plants still not back up to
full rates yet. Most plants have restarted to some extent,
but there remains little information about how well those
plants are running and what level of operation they have hit.
Market participants do not expect supply levels to return to
normal until sometime in May.
The spot market remains tight, with only limited volumes on offer, and still at high levels of as much as 140¢/
lb. Imports are continuing to arrive, but delays in deliveries, container shortages and high freight costs are keeping
imports from significantly improving the current tight supply
situation.
Final February figures showed a 41.8pc decline in output
compared with January levels, with 902.2mn lb produced
last month. Plants were running at an estimated 57pc of
total capacity, according to the ACC. With the decline in
February production, year-to-date output dropped by 6.6pc
from 2020.
PP sales in February fell by 11.3pc from January to
1.339bn lb, with exports off by 8.7pc and domestic sales
declining by 11.4pc over the period. Year-to-date sales fell by
0.12pc from 2020, with exports down by 48.4pc and domestic sales picking up by 2pc. Of those year-to-date domestic
sales, end-use demand has been mixed, with some sectors
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seeing increases, including: appliances (+33.1pc), housewares (+6.4pc), crates and totes (+2.2pc), media enclosures
(+6.9pc), thermoformed packaging sheet (+20.7pc), textile
applications (+8.8pc), sales to distributors (+12.1pc) and sales
to compounders (+22.2pc). Other sectors have fallen yearover-year: mono-filament fibers (-17.9pc), furniture (-37pc),
cups and containers (-12.8pc), caps and closures (-9.9pc),
transportation (-0.4pc), and film (-9.9pc).
With PP sales in February far above output, producers
cut inventories by 418mn lb in February, leaving inventories
at around 21 days of sales, a historic low. The discrepancy in
sales and output suggests that demand remains strong from
PP, even at the current high prices.
Demand destruction is starting in certain segments
where PP costs make up the bulk of overall production costs.
However, demand remains strong for other applications such
as packaging, the medical sector and automotive. The tight
supply situation is masking evidence of any major demand
destruction.

Latin America
Under a very tight market, the Brazilian plastics industry
is starting to see the first signs of slowing demand after
successive price increases over the past year and worries of
another hike in the coming days.
Some resin buyers expect Braskem to announce higher
prices for April at the beginning of next week, an increase
that would follow February hikes of $125/t for polypropylene
(PP) and March increases of $320/t for all PP grades.
While some market participants are expecting Braskem
to increase April prices by as much as 15-20pc, others say
prices could instead hold steady, as global prices have
leveled off and domestic demand has declined since some
Covid-19 lockdowns were restored in March.
If PP prices rise again in April, local buyers say they may
have to seek imported material, as they will have difficulty
passing on further price increases to customers. Brazil has
turned to importing PP from Saudi Arabia, Colombia and
Chile.
In the Mercosur trade bloc region, PP prices followed
the upward trend. A resin buyer in Paraguay said further
April price hikes will be detrimental to the market following
the shocking March price increase. And importing remains
difficult because of the lag in delivery times, container
shortages, and a doubling in freight rates, particularly from
China, India, Egypt and Europe.
Brazilian buyers saw a higher numbers of offers for PP
homopolymers and copolymers during the week, with lower
prices offered from the Middle East and China. A deal was
done for China origin PP homopolymer at $1,705/t cfr Brazil
on Friday.
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Lower offers were heard this week as traders work to sell
off material acquired last month from China before prices
move lower.
In Brazil, Braskem met on Wednesday with the government and representatives of the production chain to discuss
conditions and to seek joint actions to ensure balanced
returns. Braskem said it is offering extra credits and taking
other steps to ensure the supply of materials. Braskem also
has proposed a quota for imports of PP with reduced taxes.
Braskem said those efforts should help the market face current challenges, until resin prices fall again.
In Brazil, Braskem's PP production capacity is around
1.85mn t/yr, but maintenance turnarounds in some of its
plants will cut second-quarter supply of PP homopolymer
and copolymer to 60,000t less than domestic demand.
Brazilian propylene/polypropylene (PP) supply improved
slightly with the end of a turnaround at the 260,000t/yr
propylene capacity southern cracker on 21 March. But RPBC,
the refinery at Capuava, Sao Paulo, with a propylene capacity of 145,000t/yr, is proceeding with its maintenance project. When it restarts in April, the ABC cracker at Maua, Sao
Paulo, with a propylene capacity of 300,000t/yr, will start
a 45-day general turnaround. Converters worry whether or
not stocks built by PP producers in advance of the cracker
turnarounds will be sufficient to support their demand.
Other refinery turnarounds were postponed from 2020 to
2021 due to the pandemic. The refineries REPAR, at Araucaria, Parana, and REPLAN, at Paulinia, Sao Paulo, have plans to
shut down in the first half for maintenance projects, signalizing that PP units in the southern and in the southeastern
parts of the country will continue to face limited monomer
supply in the next months.

Europe
The European polypropylene market balance remains tight
with some buyers facing shortages in March. After several
force majeures were declared by PP producers in February
as a result of technical issues, inventories are at critically
low levels in Europe throughout the supply chain. Some
plants in central eastern Europe are facing constraints on
run rates owing to tight supplies of feedstock propylene,
while some PP plants in western Europe have undergone
planned turnarounds this month or have them coming up.
This has only exacerbated the tightness over the previous weeks, which was compounded by lower imports of PP
homopolymer in the fourth quarter of 2020 and the first
quarter of this year.
With fundamentals in their favour, PP producers have
been able to secure settlements at increases of €200-300/t
on freely negotiated contracts in March. There have been
few cases of increases that have fallen outside of this range.
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But most buyers and producers have reported settlements at
an increase of €250/t — the level the preliminary Argus delta
for March was revised to this week.
Part of the reason behind the push for increases at or
above €300/t was so producers could manage their orderbooks, as they were keen to replenish inventories and build
a buffer against any future supply shocks. But producers and
traders with some limited spot volumes available were not
eager to sell.
PP production could see further constraints if feedstock propylene remains tight because of high downstream
demand, limited import availability and reduced domestic
production - because of cracker maintenances and lower
refinery run rates.
There are early indications that the propylene MCP in
April could face an increase of around €25-50/t. But it is too
early to say as the propylene MCP is only expected to settle
next week at the earliest. While oil prices have been lower
in the second half of March than the first, an increase in
propylene’s April MCP is still the most likely outcome given
higher average costs compared with February and the tight
propylene balance. But it will be more modest than the
€85/t increase in March MCP.
Movement in the feedstock MCP will partly set the tone
for price changes on PP contracts, but PP producers are
again set to widen margins in April. There are some indications of increases of at least €150/t in April for PP contract
prices, but these would be worrying for buyers after the
rapid increases already seen this year.
Some buyers reduced their offtake — either after being
faced with unfavourable economics or shortages owing to
lower supplies from producers after force majeure declarations — while others continued with efforts to secure PP
to ensure the running of operations. But any attempts to
widen in PP margins in April by three digits now raises the
prospects of further demand destruction as buyers struggle
to pass the already high costs down to their customers,
especially with the timeline of the gloomy economic outlook
extending amid the new lockdowns. Even some producers are concerned that increases of €150/t or higher on PP
contracts in April could be excessive in this context. While
demand from the health and hygiene packaging segment
might sustain, the same cannot be said about automotive
and consumer durables.
Spot trading activity was largely muted this week amid
the drought of readily available supplies, but also because of
buyers hesitating over procuring spot material at high prices.
Some interest was heard for selling imported material for
May-June delivery dates, but no trades were heard concluded. Alongside the Middle East, PP exports are also being
worked out of China to capitalise on the arbitrage opportunities presented by the markets in the western hemisphere.
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Spot price ideas for PP homopolymer are now widely indicated at around €2,000/t, with some views that prices could
be heading towards €2,200/t in the coming weeks. But it is
unknown if buyers can afford such record high prices.
The PP homopolymer spot price was assessed in a narrower range of €1,975-2,025/t ($2,326-2,385/t) ddp NWE,
with the low and high ends increasing by €75/t and €25/t
respectively.

Russia and CIS
Polypropylene raffia grade prices rose this week owing to
limited supplies, high global prices and the closure of Russian roads during the snow-melt period, which affected
transport.
PP produced by Ufaorgsintez this week was offered at
Rbs154,167-158,333/t ($2,024-2,079/t) cpt Moscow, compared
with Rbs139,167-145,833/t cpt Moscow a week ago. Sibur
Holding increased PP prices by Rbs11,666/t to Rbs123,333/t
cpt Moscow.
PP co-polymers produced by Taif’s Nizhnekamskneftekhim plant were offered at Rbs165,417-170,833/t, compared
with Rbs160,000-172,500/t cpt Moscow a week ago.
Prices for PP co-polymers produced by Ufaorgsintez
were Rbs166,667/t cpt Moscow, compared with Rbs154,167166,667/t /t cpt Moscow a week ago.

Turkey
Polypropylene prices in Turkey lacked direction this week
and were assessed little changed ahead of a new round of
offers expected in the coming week.
Supply remains tight but there were some indications
that demand has softened slightly and domestic prices out
of warehouses fell. Lower crude prices, softer Asian PP
prices and offers of material from China — albeit for limited
volumes — lifted buyers’ hopes that the market would soon
plateau and start to reverse direction. But the suspension of
traffic through the Suez Canal after the giant container ship
Ever Given blocked both lanes has created more uncertainty
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and could contribute to further tightness and higher costs
for imports to Turkey if it continues.
A shutdown at one Middle Eastern producer and suggestions of another’s delayed return from planned maintenance
may also keep producers’ price ideas firm.
Assessed prices for Middle East-origin PP were steady, at
just under $2,000/t for raffia and just over $2,000/t for fiber
grade.

Egypt
Polypropylene import prices into Egypt were assessed steady
this week. The market was quiet with some softer sentiment noted amongst buyers, but sellers are not ready to
drop prices and may push for further increases if the market
remains tight.
Buyers are covering their essential needs, which are
seasonally high ahead of Ramadan. Downstream utilisation
rates have dropped as a result of the limited availability and
high prices, but shutdowns that were being evaluated a few
weeks ago have not emerged.
The blockage of the Suez Canal has the potential to
disrupt imports the longer it continues, extending recent
shipping delays and high freight costs.

Middle East
PP prices were rolled over in the Middle East after key
producers announced their March offers last week. PP raffia
prices held at $1,580-1,600/t del Middle East. Biaxially-oriented PP film was assessed at $1,610-1,630/t del Middle East.
Shortages continued to weigh on markets. Oman-based
producer OQ is conducting a turnaround at its 330,000 t/

Market highlight
 Europe PP tightens on limited propylene
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yr PP plant in Sohar due to technical issues upstream. Saudi
producer Sabic is continuing a turnaround at its subsidiary
Saudi Kayan’s Jubail 350,000 t/yr PP plant. Kuwait Petrochemical Industries has announced a force majeure on PP. It
produces 100,000 t/yr of PP. The force majeure is expected
to last for around six weeks, starting from 26 February.
Saudi producer Advanced Petrochemical is conducting a
turnaround at its 450,000 t/yr PP plant in Jubail that is
expected to end in early April.
Oman is extending its curfew on all commercial activities for another two weeks, starting on 21 March, and has
banned all direct flights from the UK, in an attempt to curb
the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic. All commercial entities
in the sultanate will still be required to close from 8pm-5am
daily until 3 April, with an exception of gas stations, health
institutions and transport companies moving goods and providing home delivery services.
Oman has also reduced the number of employees required to work from the workplace in the state's administrative apparatus and other legal entities to 70pc between 21
March-1 April. Daily average new coronavirus case numbers
rose to 424 in the first 18 days of March, up from 256 in
February. Oman has registered 149,000 infection cases and
1,620 deaths as of 21 March.
In export markets, PP raffia was assessed at $1,2581,318/t fob Saudi Arabia (CMP). PP copolymer was assessed
at $1,258-1,358/t fob Saudi Arabia (CMP).
Middle East producers continue to chase higher netbacks
in the Americas, which is facing a massive shortage on plant
outages arising from the cold snap. Many have moved away
from regions like South Asia as they face stiff competition
from Chinese producers who are offering cargoes at lower
prices. Buying interest in Turkey and Europe has been firm.
The increase in prices has spilled into markets in other regions, including the Middle East. But delays are expected for
shipments to Asia after a large container ship was wedged
in the Suez Canal, blocking the passage of other container
ships. The full extent of any potential delays is still being
assessed.

China
Chinese polypropylene prices dropped this week because of
emerging supply length in the domestic market. Converters were cautious to restock in a bearish market. But the
upcoming turnaround season in March-May is expected to
tighten spot supplies and stem the downtrend.
The import market remained illiquid. PP raffia prices declined to $1,300-1,360/t cfr China, from last week’s $1,3001,400/t cfr China, while co-polymer prices rolled over at
$1,300-1,400/t cfr China amid muted discussions. The prices
were assessed based on notional buying and selling ideas.
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China imported 512,600t of PP in January, 11.4pc higher
than the same period last year. Imports declined to 287,600t
in February, 11.2pc lower than the same period in 2020.
China exported 45,200t of PP in February, an increase of
83pc from last February.
In the Chinese domestic market, sentiment firmed
slightly on Thursday as futures rebounded after falling for a
week. Inventories of PP and polyethylene at China’s statecontrolled Sinopec and PetroChina were at 850,000t on 25
March, reduced by 15,000t from a week earlier. Raffia prices
declined by Yn200-300/t to Yn9,000-9,400/t ex-works in east
China, while co-polymer prices dropped to Yn8,950-9,250/t
ex-works in east China, Yn200-350/t lower than a week ago.
Some new capacities are coming up at the end of March.
Longyou Lianyi and Dongming Petrochemical plans to start
commercial operations at their PP plants in these two
weeks. Longyou Lianyi has 550,000 t/yr of PP capacity and
Shandong Dongming has 200,000 t/yr of PP capacity. Both
had successful trials at the end of 2020. Some 1.1mn t/yr
of new PP capacity will start in April, including Sinopec SK
Wuhan’s 300,000 t/yr PP unit and Ningbo Fuji’s two 400,000
t/yr PP lines.

Yn/t

China domestic
Basis

Price

±

Copolymer

exworks

8,950-9,250

u

-275

Raffia

exworks

9,000-9,400

u

-250

Market highlight
 China’s local PP prices fall on persistent supply
length, but heavy maintenance plans could tighten PP
supplies in the coming months
Sinopec, Petrochina inventory vs domestic PP
Inventory, kt (left)

Domestic PP prices, yuan/t (right)
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But the emerging new supplies may not be felt by the
market quickly, with the onset of a turnaround season in
March-May. Sinopec Jinan Refinery is undergoing a 50-day
turnaround at its 120,000 t/yr unit from 1 March. Shaoxing Sanyuan shut its 300,000 t/yr plant for a month-long
maintenance on 10 March. Zhejiang Huahong took off line
its 240,000 t/yr unit for a 20-day maintenance on 19 March.
Jvzhengyuan is having has been undergoing a 15-day maintenance at its 600,000 t/yr plant since 22 March. Sinopec
Maoming on 24 March began a 60-day turnaround at its
300,000 t/yr unit.

Southeast Asia and Vietnam
PP prices fell slightly in southeast Asia with sporadic deals
concluded at lower prices. Some producers reduced offers
for dutiable PP supplies since late last week, possibly to
match the competitively-priced China-origin PP supplies.
Market sentiment weakened following the announcement of
lower offers by key producers, even if it takes a few more
weeks to see a more balanced PP market.
China has added 2.6mn t/yr of new PP capacities in the
second half of 2020 and is exporting around 100,000-200,000
t/month of PP in February-March 2021, according to industry
sources. This is much higher than their usual PP export of
32,000 t/month in 2018-20. The new PP capacities added in
China in 2020 has partially offset PP production losses in the
US since mid-February because of the winter storm, with the
assumption that the growth in Asian PP demand in this year’s
first quarter is unclear and prices were likely driven by a
sudden tightening of global supplies.
Southeast Asian PP raffia prices have risen by more than
20pc or $250/t in the past month because of global supply
shortages. Higher PP prices beyond Asia have encouraged
producers of all regions including southeast Asia to increase
PP exports to other markets, tightening PP availability to
southeast Asia. Most converters in southeast Asia have made
deals during the price uptrend and buying interest is now
weaker with some offers lower for April shipment. During
this period of uncertainty, China-origin PP raffia supplies
remained the preference for many because of competitive
prices and high availability. China-origin PP offers have also
decreased slightly in the past two weeks.
Southeast Asian producers, who are believed to have
limited PP stocks because of earlier offers made for April
shipment cargoes, are maintaining offers and continue to
leverage duty-free advantages. But regional producers were
not heard making new deals for PP exports to countries like
Turkey, Latin America and the US this week, possibly because most deals have been made in the first half of March
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while some producers cited the risk of cargoes cancellation
during a market downtrend, while selling on a fob agreement. Container shortages and limited vessel space for polymer shipping remained unresolved and could worsen with
a container ship running aground in Suez Canal this week,
further tightening container availability.
Limited global PP supplies are keeping PP prices at higher
than usual levels but buying interest in southeast Asia has
weakened with prices easing slightly in the past two weeks.
A downtrend result in some converters unable to pass on
higher raw materials cost to buyers of finished plastic goods.
Most converters have opted to reduce operating rates at
their PP conversion plants and restock PP resins as needed.
Regional PP supplies are expected to remain tight in
March because of planned maintenance or unexpected production cuts among producers in southeast Asia. Vietnam’s
Hyosung and Thailand’s IRPC are operating their PP plants
with nameplate capacities of 300,000 t/yr and 775,000 t/yr,
respectively, at lower rates because of feedstock propylene
shortages. Thailand’s HMC Polymer is expected to shut its
250,000 t/yr PP unit from mid-March for around two weeks
of maintenance, according to market sources.
Dutiable PP raffia prices fell to $1,430-1,460/t cfr southeast Asia. China-origin PP raffia offers were heard at $1,4101,430/t cfr southeast Asia. Middle East-origin PP raffia offers
were heard at $1,460-1,500/t cfr southeast Asia. A key South
Korea producer late last week reduced offers for PP homopolymers to $1,460/t cfr southeast Asia, with deals swiftly
done for April shipment. Dutiable PP copolymer prices were
maintained at $1,480-1,500/t cfr southeast Asia on limited
spot discussions.
Duty-free PP raffia prices were stable at $1,580-1,600/t
cfr southeast Asia. Thailand and Malaysia-origin PP raffia offers were heard at $1,600/t levels cfr southeast Asia
to consumers. Duty-free PP block copolymer prices were
lowered to $1,600-1,630/t cfr southeast Asia. Malaysia and
Thailand-origin PP block copolymer offers were heard at
$1,640-1,650/t levels cfr southeast Asia to end-users, with
deals possibly done. Singapore-origin PP block copolymer
offers were higher and heard at $1,680/t cfr southeast Asia,
but no deals could be confirmed. A key South Korea producer late last week reduced offers for its PP block copolymer supplies to $1,520-1,540/t cfr southeast Asia, a drop of
around $80/t from last week, which is expected to weaken
regional sentiment.
PP raffia prices fell to $1,420-1,460/t cfr Vietnam, with
spot deals concluded at lower levels. China-origin PP raffia
offers fell to the range of $1,400-1,430/t cfr Vietnam. Offers
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SE Asia PP raffia prices
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for China-origin PP injection and PP fibre were also heard,
but higher at $1,450-1,460/t and $1,500/t levels cfr Vietnam
respectively. Lowest South Korea- and Middle East-origin PP
raffia offers were heard at $1,460/t levels cfr Vietnam, with
deals possibly done. Thailand-origin PP raffia offers were
heard at $1,570/t levels cfr Vietnam to consumers.

South Asia
India’s PP raffia prices were rolled over this week. Demand
remained firm, while supplies stayed tight. PP raffia was
assessed at $1,580-1,600/t cfr India. Discussions for PP from
Chinese producers hovered at $1,550-1,580/t. But it could
not be confirmed if any deals were done.
Middle Eastern offers have been limited and are expected to remain limited in the coming weeks due to higher
netbacks in the Americas and in Europe. It is difficult for
Middle Eastern producers to compete with the prices on offer for Chinese-origin cargoes to India, given tight supply and
high propylene costs.
The PP supply tightness continues to affect participants
amid shortages in import and domestic markets. The absence of US producers in Indian markets has meant limited
volumes on offer during the current high demand season,
leading to the recent increase in prices.
Converters selling to buyers in the retail sector are struggling with passing on the increased cost. The nature of the
contracts signed with these buyers limits the extent of the
price increments due to increases in prices of raw materials. But converters producing grain, chemical and fertilizer
packaging material have been able to pass on the increased
costs to their customers as most of their contracts are based
on formula pricing, which accounts for increases in raw
material costs.
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Market participants are concerned about upcoming
turnarounds in India as domestic cargoes have been the
main source of PP for buyers in recent weeks. India's statecontrolled Haldia Petrochemicals has scheduled a one-month
turnaround at its Haldia complex in West Bengal state that
will start in mid-May. The complex houses a 330,000 t/yr PP
plant.
Pakistan's PP raffia prices rolled over at $1,600-1,620/t
cfr Pakistan based on buying ideas and price movements in
the region. Chinese-origin PP was offered at $1,580-1,650/t
cfr by traders, with prices varying according to the grade.
Middle Eastern producers face stiff competition with Chinese
producers in their offers to Pakistan. Higher freight costs
and shortages in the Middle East are making it difficult for
Middle Eastern producers to lower their prices to compete
with Chinese producers.
Demand for grain and fertilizer remains firm. But demand
has been showing signs of softening at current price levels
that resulted from shortages in the market. Traders continue
to dominate the Pakistan markets due to the lack of spot
offers from key producers in the Middle East.
Bangladesh's PP raffia rose by $100/t to $1,730-1,750/t cfr
Bangladesh. A major Taiwanese producer offered cargoes at
$1,750/t cfr with deals most likely concluded at this level.
The same producer offered PP film at $1,800/t cfr. Offers
from the Middle East remain limited. A major Saudi producer
offered PP homopolymer at $1,580/t cfr. But it could not be
confirmed if any deals were done.
Sri Lanka’s PP raffia rose by $90/t to $1,720-1,740/t cfr
Sri Lanka. A major South Korean producer offered cargoes at
$1,740/t cfr with deals likely to be concluded. Middle Eastern
offers to Bangladesh and Sri Lanka have been limited on the
back of increased freight rates and lower netbacks. Buying
sentiment has softened on high prices, with operating rates
at downstream converters falling over the past three weeks.

South Asia PP vs propylene prices
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Fundamentals
Global production news
Repsol to start polyurethane foam recycling in 2022
Spain's integrated Repsol plans to bring online the country's
first polyurethane foam recycling facility at its 135,000 b/d
inland Puertollano refining and petrochemicals complex at
the end of 2022.
The plant will cost €12mn ($14mn) to build could process
around 2,000 t/y of foam, the equivalent of 200,000 mattresses, into recycled polyols. They will then be blended
with conventional 'virgin' polyols to make 5,000 t/yr of a new
product under the firm's Recyclex brand.
Repsol's Recyclex includes high-and-low density polyethylene and polypropylene grades with 15-70pc recycled
content.
Repsol is planning a turnaround at its Puertollano chemicals complex in May, including the substitution of a steam
turbine at its olefins plant for an electric one at a cost of
€18mn, which will contribute to reduce CO2 emissions of
68,000 t/yr.
The firm also expects the turnaround to reduce energy
costs at the olefins plant by 25pc, while increasing the capacity of the refinery's polypropylene facility.
Repsol plans to invest €80mn euros to 2025 in projects
to reduce emissions and promote the circular economy at
Puertollano.
Rising polymer prices hit Brazil converters
The Brazilian plastics industry is starting to see the first
signs of slowing demand after successive price increases
over the past year and worries of another hike in the coming
days.
Some resin buyers expect the domestic manufacturer
Braskemto announce higher prices for April at the beginning
of next week, an increase that would follow February hikes
of $230/metric tonne (t) for polyethylene (PE) and $125/t
for polypropylene (PP) and March increases of $320/t for all
grades of both materials.
If prices for PE and PP rise again in April, local buyers say
they may have to seek imported material.However, imports
are a challenge amid a strong devaluation of the local currency and tight supplies in the US, a traditional supplier of
PE to Brazil, after a mid-February freeze shut many operations in Texas and Louisiana. Brazil has turned to importing
PE mostly from southeast Asia and PP from Saudi Arabia,
Colombia and Chile.
While some market participants are expecting Braskem
to increase April prices by as much as 15-20pc, others say
prices could instead hold steady, as global prices have
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leveled off and domestic demand has declined since some
Covid-19 lockdowns were restored in March.
Given potential for the economy to weaken further,
market participants said buyers will have difficulty accepting
further price hikes.
Low density polyethylene (LDPE) prices have risen by
more than 50pc since the beginning of the pandemic in
March 2020. Bi-oriented polypropylene (BOPP) film has
increased by 120pc since March 2020, according to a market
participant.
For plastics converters, who use PE and PP films to make
products such as bubble wrap and food packaging, rising
prices have eroded sales.
"If the price increase in April materializes, it will be
very challenging since end customers no longer accept such
large cost increases," one buyer for a plastics converter said.
"Some orders are being canceled and the trend is getting
worse."
Braskem seems to be paying attention to the changing
market dynamics.
The company met on Wednesday with the government
and representatives of the production chain to discuss conditions and to seek joint actions to ensure balanced returns.
"Braskem has acted in partnership with the chain to face
the impacts of the atypical moment we are experiencing,"
the company said in a note to the market late yesterday.
Braskem said it offering extra credits and taking other
steps to ensure the supply of materials. Braskem also has
proposed a quota for imports of PP with reduced taxes.
Braskem said those efforts should help the market face
current challenges, until resin prices fall again.
In Brazil, Braskem's PP production capacity is around
1.85mn t/yr, but maintenance turnarounds in some of its
plants will cut second-quarter supply of PP homopolymer
and copolymer to 60,000t less than domestic demand.
Braskem's PE production capacity in Brazil is about 4mn
t/yr. Some of that PE production capacity also is in maintenance turnarounds.
Oman’s OQ shuts Sohar polypropylene plant
Oman's state-owned petrochemical producer OQ has shut
its 340,000 t/y polypropylene (PP) plant in Sohar because of
upstream technical issues. The disruption, which started on
24 March, is expected to last for about four weeks.
OQ's shutdown is expected to further tighten PP supplies
in the Middle East, with several other regional producers' PP
units having shutdowns.
Saudi Kayan is currently having planned maintenance at
its 350,000 t/yr PP unit in Jubail that is expected to finish
at the end of this month. Fellow Saudi producer Advanced
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Petrochemicals is having planned maintenance at its 450,000
t/yr PP unit in Jubail, which is expected to be completed in
early April.
Kuwait's PIC, a subsidiary of state-owned KPC, issued a
force majeure on 26 February that is expected to last for six
weeks. It has a 100,000 t/yr PP production capacity.
PP raffia and PP co-polymer were assessed yesterday by
Argus at $1,258-1,318/t fob Saudi Arabia and $1,258-1,358/t
fob Saudi Arabia for China main ports respectively.
Japan’s petrochemical output falls in February
Most of Japan's basic petrochemical products output in February declined on the year, likely pressured by weak demand
from the country's auto sector.
Output of ethylene, a feedstock for most of Japan's main
petrochemical products, fell by 6.7pc from a year earlier
to 487,100t, according to the Japan petrochemical industry
association. All crackers were operational last month, while
one stopped for scheduled turnaround in February 2020.
Operating rates across crackers declined by 1.2 percentage
points on the year to 93.8pc in February.
Production of polypropylene in February dropped by 19pc
on the year to 176,500t and low-density polyethylene fell by
6.9pc to 107,700t. Output of polyvinyl chloride also fell by
11.6pc to 129,300t.
Ethylene glycol and acrylonitrile production dropped
by 23.6pc from a year earlier to 43,700t and by 7.5pc to
34,400t, respectively. Aromatics benzene output fell by
16.2pc to 252,000t, while xylene production declined by
23pc to 352,500t.
But output of styrene-butadiene rubber increased by
9.6pc to 30,800t and toluene production rose by 3.7pc to
109,800t.
Car production in Japan has slowed on a global shortage
of semiconductor chips. Lower consumption in the auto sector also weighed on the country's steel output in February.
China’s Gulei Refinery achieves on-spec PP production
Gulei Refinery, a 50:50 joint venture between China's statecontrolled Sinopec and Taiwanese firm Xuteng, achieved onspecification production at its new 350,000 t/yr polypropylene (PP) plant at Zhangzhou in south China's Fujian province
earlier this week.
Trial runs at the new PP line started at the end of December and on-specification production was reached on 21
March.
The new PP plant uses Sinopec's ST-III technology. The
company has bought merchant propylene from local market
to feed the plant.
The PP plant is the first petrochemical unit to start
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Plant maintenance, outages and disruptions
Status

UPDATE

Plant

Location

Grade

Total Petrochemicals

US

PP

Capacity
Duration
’000t/yr
1,224 Mid-Feb

ExxonMobil

US

PP

695 Mid-Feb

ExxonMobil

US

PP

400 Mid-Feb

LyondellBasell

US

PP

843 Mid-Feb

LyondellBasell

US

PP

1,086 Mid-Feb

Ineos

US

PP

439 Mid-Feb

Ineos

US

PP

147 Mid-Feb

Braskem

US

PP

320 Mid-Feb

Braskem

US

PP

780 Mid-Feb

Flint Hills Resources

US

PP

334 Mid-Feb

Formosa Plastics

US

PP

917 Mid-Feb

Pinnacle Polymers

US

PP

429 4 Mar

Remarks
PP plant expected to restart in midMarch, force majeure (FM) still in place
Baytown plant restarted

Source
Producer
Producer

Borealis Kallo

Europe

PP

340 5 Feb

Saudi Kayan
Advanced Petrochemical
Company
Kuwait Petrochemical
Industries Company

Middle East

PP

350 Mar for one month

Baton Rouge plant restarted
Lake Charles plant is possibly restarted,
FM still in place
Bayport plant restarting, FM still in place
Chocolate Bayou plant restarting, FM still
in place
Deer Park plant restarting, FM still in
place
Freeport plant operations are resuming,
FM still in place
La Porte plant operations are resuming,
FM still in place
Longview plant restarted, FM still in
place
Point Comfort plant restarted, FM still
in place
Garyville, Louisiana plant shut due to
electrical issues, FM announced
Unclear shutdown duration, FM announced on some grades
Planned maintenance

Middle East

PP

450 Mar - early Apr

Planned maintenance

Industry

Middle East

PP

100 Mar for 6 weeks

Announced FM

Industry

OQ

Middle East

PP

340 25 Mar for 4 weeks

Sinopec Jinan Refinery

China

PP

120 1 Mar for 50 days

Sinopec Guangzhou

China

PP

UPDATE

Lianhong Group

China

PP

UPDATE

Sinopec Luoyang

China

PP

140 15 - 22 Mar

Maintenance

Industry

UPDATE

Guangzhou Juzhengyuan

China

PP

600 22 Mar for 15 days

Maintenance

Industry
Industry

UPDATE

NEW

60 5 Mar - 7 Apr
200 5 - 19 Mar

Unplanned shutdown due to upstream
production issues
Maintenance

Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Industry

Industry
Industry

Maintenance

Industry

Maintenance

Industry

Sinopec Maoming

China

PP

300 24 Mar - 3 May

Maintenance

NEW

Shaoxing Sanyuan

China

PP

300 10 Mar - 12 Apr

maintenance

Industry

NEW

Zhejiang Huahong

China

PP

240 19 Mar for 20 days

maintenance

industry

Sinopec Yangzi

China

PP

100 20 Mar - 28 Apr

Maintenance

Industry

Sinopec Yanshan

China

PP

350 30 Mar - 13 May

Maintenance

Industry

Haldia Petrochemicals

India

PP

330 15 May for one month

Producer

Hyosung Vietnam

Vietnam

PP

300 Early Mar

HMC Polymers

Thailand

PP

250 Mid-Mar for 10 days

Maintenance
Plant operating at 70-80pc due to feedstock propylene shortages
Maintenance

operations under Gulei Refinery's new cracker project. The
company plans to start its upstream 1mn t/yr naphtha-fed
ethylene cracker and integrated 100,000/700,000t/yr ethylene oxide/ethylene glycol unit, 600,000t/yr styrene monomer plant and 300,000 t/yr ethylene vinyl acetate plant in
the third quarter of 2021.
China Sinopec Maoming starts turnaround at No.2 cracker
China's Maoming Petrochemical, a subsidiary of Sinopec, today commenced a major turnaround at its No.2 naphtha-fed
cracker in south China's Guangdong province.
The turnaround will last for 40-45 days. It was initially
planned for early March but was delayed because of robust
demand after the lunar new year holidays.
The cracker can produce up to 640,000 t/yr of ethylene
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and 320,000 t/yr of propylene at capacity.
The cracker shutdown includes integrated downstream
units, including a 100,000 t/yr butadiene unit, a 200,000 t/
yr ethylene oxide plant, a 250,000 t/yr low-density polyethylene (LDPE) unit, a 350,000 t/yr high-density polyethylene
plant and a 300,000 t/yr polypropylene unit. The LDPE unit
will be off line for a longer period, from 18 March-20 May.
Sinopec Maoming's smaller cracker at the same site with
380,000 t/yr of ethylene capacity and 190,000 t/yr of propylene capacity is operating normally.
Sinopec Maoming's turnaround signals the onset of China's
cracker turnaround season from late March to the end of
May, including eight crackers and a combined 5.8mn t/yr of
ethylene capacity.
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New start-ups
Status

UPDATE
UPDATE
UPDATE

UPDATE

Plant

Location

Grade

Oman OQ

Middle East

PP

Dongming Petrochemical

Capacity
Start-up
’000t/yr

Remarks

300 1Q

Source
Industry

Plans to start commercial operations
soon
Plans to start commercial operations
soon
Plans to start commercial operations
soon

China

PP

200 Mar/Apr

China

PP

200 Mar/Apr

China

PP

350 Mar/Apr

China

PP

300 1Q

Industry

China

PP

300 1Q

Industry

Oriental Energy

China

PP

400 End Mar

Producer

Oriental Energy

China

PP

400 End Mar

Producer

Sinopec Tianjin

China

PP

200 2Q

Industry

Gulei Refinery

China

PP

350 2Q

Haiguo Longyou Daqing
Lianyi Petrochemical
Haiguo Longyou Daqing
Lianyi Petrochemical
Sinopec SK Wuhan Petrochemical
PetroChina Liaoyang

Started trial runs in late December,
achieved on-specification production on
21 Mar

Industry
Industry
Industry

Industry

Zhejiang Hongji

China

PP

240 2Q

Tianjin Bohua

China

PP

300 2Q

Hanwha Total

South Korea

PP

400 Mar

Plant started

Producer

SK Advanced-Polymirae

South Korea

PP

400 Mar

Producer

UPDATE

JG Summit Petrochemical

Philippines

PP

300 Apr

Targets start-up on 20-23 March
Expand capacity of existing 190,000 t/
yr plant

Hyosung Vietnam

Vietnam

PP

300 End 2Q

Industry

UPDATE

PRefChem

Malaysia

PP

900 3Q

Industry

China Wanhua Chemical to invest in new Fujian PDH plant
Chinese petrochemical company Wanhua Chemical will invest 2.4bn yuan ($370mn) to build a new propane dehydrogenation (PDH) plant in Fuzhou, Fujian province that will also
include downstream polypropylene derivatives units.
The PDH plant project will be carried out under Wanhua
and Fujian Petrochemical's joint investment agreement for
the Fujian Industrial Park project that was signed in March
2020. Wanhua holds 80pc of the joint venture with the rest
held by Fujian Petrochemical. Wanhua plans to invest in
PDH and polypropylene derivatives in the east wing of the
industrial park. The west wing of the park will house polyurethane projects.
The PDH project had just received approval from the
board of Wanhua Group, but further details of the project
remained unclear.
Wanhua is the largest propane consumer in China with
annual demand of 3.2mn t/yr. The firm runs a 750,000 t/yr
PDH plant in Yantai, Shandong province and its propane-fed
1mn t/yr ethylene cracker started up in November 2020.
Fujian Petrochemical owns 25pc in the joint investment
of the 200,000 b/d Gulei refinery. Sinopec also owns 25pc
and a private-sector Taiwanese firm owns 50pc. The refinery
is building an 800,000 t/yr ethylene cracker in Zhangzhou,
Fujian province that is scheduled to start up in the third
quarter of this year. The cracker will have a 50,000t LPG
terminal with two 120,000m³ storage tanks for propane and
butane.
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Chinese private-sector firm Fujian Meide Petrochemical,
a subsidiary of Fujian Soft Packaging, started its 660,000 t/
yr PDH unit in Fuzhou, Fujian province in early February.
China PDH run rates at multi-year low on heavy outages
Chinese propane dehydrogenation (PDH) operating rates
have dropped to a multi-year low on planned turnaround and
outages.
Eight PDH plants out of 19 were shut as at end of this
week. The shutdown at Guangzhou Juzhengyuan's 600,000
t/yr PDH line was the most recent addition to the list. Its
maintenance started on 20 March and will last for 15-17
days.
The heavy turnarounds in February-April among the PDH
producers had caused massive production losses of 3.325mn
t/yr, or about 37pc of total PDH production capacity in China. Zhejiang Petrochemical is running its 600,000 t/yr PDH
unit at 50pc because of technical issues since mid-February,
resulting in additional production loss of 300,000 t/yr. The
producer aims to fully shut the PDH unit in April after the
startup of its new 1.4mn t/yr cracker in April-May. Average
PDH operating rates dropped to 54pc this week, lowest since
May 2016.
Propylene supply has been tight because of a series of
turnarounds in March. Prices for propylene in the cfr northeast Asia market hit a near 6½-year high last week before
taking a pause this week on losses in downstream polypropylene futures and also lower crude futures. Argus' latest
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assessments on cfr northeast Asia were at $1,140-1,240/t,
down by $15/t compared with the previous session.
China will see more PDH plants in the coming months.
Shandong Huifeng Haiyi Petrochemical's 250,000 t/yr and
Jinneng Technology's 900,000 t/yr PDH plants are expected
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to start-up in the middle of 2021. Henan Nanpu Technology's
166,000 t/yr PDH line will begin operation by end of 2021.
Total PDH capacity in China will reach 10.351mn t/yr by end
of this year.

Packaging and downstream applications
per share

OEM and automotive stocks
Company

Ticker

25 Mar

18 Mar

±

Toyota

NYSE: TM

Bosch

NSE: BOSCHLTD

$ 151.07

$ 157.71

-4.21%

u

Rs 13,688.00 Rs 14,218.55

-3.73%

Continental AG

FRA: CON

€ 111.05

u

€ 121.85

-8.86%

Daimler

FRA: DAI

u

€ 73.32

€ 74.02

-0.95%

BMW

FRA: BMW

u

€ 83.97

€ 84.80

-0.98%

u

Honda
General Motors

NYSE: HMC

$ 30.25

$ 30.69

-1.43%

u

NYSE: GM

$ 56.60

$ 59.27

-4.50%

Denso Corp

TYO: 6902

u

¥ 7,153.00

¥ 7,750.00

-7.70%

Tesla

NASDAQ: TSLA

u

$ 640.39

$ 653.16

-1.96%

Ford

NYSE: F

u

$ 12.32

$ 12.49

-1.36%

Motherson Sumi

u

NSE: MOTHERSUMI

Rs 196.05

Rs 216.20

-9.32%

Magna International Inc

u

TSE: MG

C$ 109.35

C$ 114.04

-4.11%

u

Ford, Nissan deepen NorthAm output cutbacks
Automakers Ford Motor and Nissan Motor are the latest to
make additional North American production cuts because of
the global semiconductor shortage, with Ford slowing deliveries of its top-selling F-150 full-size pickup truck.
The semiconductor shortage is forcing Ford to build its
aluminum and steel-intensive F-150 and Edge SUVs without
certain parts, including semiconductor-dependent electronic
modules. The company will hold the partially built vehicles
for "a number of weeks" before installing the modules and
shipping the completed vehicles to dealerships.
The move by Ford is the latest by North American automakers, which have struggled to deal with shortages of
semiconductors and other materials.
Ford will also suspend production of its Fiesta sedan
at its Cologne, Germany, plant on 22 March. The plant had
previously stopped production from 1-16 March.
Nissan has halted production at its Aguascalientes plant
in Mexico from 19-23 March, impacting production of the
Versa and March sedans and Kicks subcompact crossover.
In the US, the company is halting production at its Smyrna,
Tennessee, plant of its Murano crossover on 19 and 22
March. Production at Smyrna of Nissan's Rogue, Maxima and
Leaf vehicles that was scheduled for 20-21 March in order to
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make up for lost production from February's ice storm is also
being cancelled.
In Canton, Mississippi, Nissan is canceling regular production of its Altima sedan on 19 and 22 March and overtime
production on 20 March. Overtime production of Nissan's NV
vans for 20 March is also being cancelled.
Toyota curtailed production at two of its plants in Mexico
from 15-17 March because of semiconductor supply issues,
weather impacts in the US and a shortage of petrochemicals.
Honda announced that it was suspending production at
most of its US and Canadian plants for one week beginning
on 22 March because of supply chain issues. Production at its
Celaya, Mexico, plant was suspended on 18 March. It did not
provide a date for reopening the facility.
General Motors (GM) will shutter production at its Lansing Grand River assembly plant in Michigan, which builds
the Chevrolet Camaro and Cadillac CT4 and CT5 sedans,
from 22 March through at least the end of the month.
North American automakers cut production at many
of their plants in March 2020 because of Covid 19-related
economic shutdowns. The reopening process, which began
in May and June, exposed issues across the automotive supply chain as automakers raced to produce vehicles for the
undersupplied market.
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FMCGs
per share

FMCG stocks
Company

Industry

Ticker

Unilever

Consumer goods

NYSE: UL

$ 55.98

$ 55.92

0.11%

t

Procter & Gamble

Consumer goods

NYSE: PG

$ 133.48

$ 128.70

3.71%

t

Nestle

Food and beverages

SWX: NESN

SFr 104.50

SFr 101.62

2.83%

t

Coca-cola

Food and beverages

NYSE: KO

$ 52.02

$ 50.57

2.87%

t

Pepsico

Food and beverages

NASDAQ: PEP

$ 139.63

$ 132.53

5.36%

t

AB InBev

Food and beverages

NYSE: BUD

$ 62.04

$ 62.76

-1.15%

u

Johnson & Johnson

Pharmaceuticals

NYSE: JNJ

$ 161.97

$ 160.47

0.93%

t

Mondelez

Food and beverages

NASDAQ: MDLZ

$ 58.56

$ 57.91

1.12%

t

Colgate-Palmolive

Personal care

NYSE: CL

$ 77.89

$ 76.07

2.39%

t

Danone

Food and beverages

EPA: BN

€ 58.48

€ 58.88

-0.68%

u

Unilever invests $15mn to recycle plastic waste
British fast-moving consumer goods company Unilever has invested $15mn to recycle an estimated 60,000 t/yr of plastic
packaging waste by 2025. This amount is expected to reduce
Unilever’s plastic footprint in North America by more than
half.
Its North American arm invested the money in the Closed
Loop Partners’ Leadership fund, a private equity fund that
acquires and grows companies across the value chain working to increase recycling and keep valuable materials in the
circular economy.
The investment was made to advance Unilever’s commitment to collect and process more plastic packaging than
it sells by 2025. Other commitments made to further the
circular economy include halving the use of virgin plastic
and using at least 25pc recycled plastic in its packaging.
Unilever-owned brands like Dove, Hellmann’s and Seventh
Generation use 100pc post-consumer recycled plastic. The
investment in the Closed Loop fund will increase accessibility for Unilever brands to recycled plastic feedstocks through
companies the fund invests in.
Palmolive relaunches dish soaps in recycled bottles
Bottled-soap manufacturer Palmolive, a subsidiary of US
fast-moving consumer goods firm Colgate-Palmolive, has
relaunched its dish soaps in 100pc post-consumer recycled
plastic bottles. This move is estimated to reduce plastic
waste by 5,200 t/yr.
Palmolive has formulated its dish soap with 100pc biodegradable cleaning ingredients, which are still able to retain
its cleaning abilities.
The new bottles feature labels that highlight the use of
recycled plastic, biodegradable ingredients used to manufacture the soap and instructions for buyers to follow when
recycling the bottles to further the circular economy.
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25 Mar

18 Mar
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This initiative is part of Colgate-Palmolive’s drive to
eliminate one-third of its new plastics by 2025.
KitKat gets new recyclable wrapper in Australia
Chocolate manufacturer KitKat, which is owned by Swiss
fast-moving consumer goods giant Nestle, has collaborated
with a group of companies in the plastic and packaging value
chain to manufacture a prototype recyclable wrapper for its
chocolate bars in Australia.
The wrapper is made of food-grade recycled soft plastic
packaging. This has been a missing link in Australia’s circular
economy, given a lack of collection and processing infrastructure to meet demand for packaging with recycled
content.
The group of companies include global petrochemical
firm LyondellBasell, Dubai-headquartered Taghleef Industries and packaging firm Amcor. LyondellBasell manufactures
food-grade propylene, Tagleef has created metalised films
for the packaging, and Amcor is in charge of creating and
printing the KitKat wrappers.
The recyclable wrapper was created to turn soft plastic
into oil as it is the only path to ensuring recyclable food-safe
wrappers post-consumption, according to KitKat.

Supply chain and shipping
Suez Canal tanker traffic halted as vessel runs aground
Transit through the Suez Canal has been blocked after a
container ship ran aground in the canal's northbound lane on
23 March.
The incident resulted in 15 vessels detained at anchorage
while waiting for the canal to be cleared, shipbroker GAC
said. The southbound convoy has also been blocked.
The container ship ran aground at 7.40am local time
(05:40 GMT) on 23 March. Tugs are attempting to refloat the
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Polymer freight
Origin

Destination

Rates

Jubail

Turkey

130-150

q

South Korea

Turkey

200-250

q

Jubail

Mumbai

50-55

q

Jubail

Karachi

55-60

q

Jubail

China

40-45

q

Jubail

Indonesia

50-55
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Argus Global Polyethylene and Polypropylene is a
weekly pricing service with global resin prices and
detailed commentary on key polymer grades.

Quote of the week

Key features
"With so many turnarounds, it will be tough to get material."
— Middle Eastern participant

• Detailed feedstock information on crude, naphtha,
propane, ethane, ethylene and propylene
• Cracker and propane margins analysis
• Global pricing and fundamental information by country
and region

vessel, shipping market participants said.
There are signs of a build-up in tanker traffic at both
ends of the canal, although there are no indications yet that
any vessels have been diverted to alternative routes such as
via the Cape of Good Hope, oil analytics firm Vortexa said.
It typically takes 1-2 days for vessels to pass through the
canal, which is one the main transit points for oil and LNG
heading from the Middle East to Europe and the Americas,
and for Atlantic Basin cargoes heading to Asia.

• Coverage of Dalian futures market
• Production and outage news • New plant data
• Buy-side information, including FMCG and packaging news
• Polymer freight assessments
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